Development and Validation of Extraction Method for the Determination of UC781 in Cervicovaginal Fluid
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ABSTRACT

Liquid chromatography plays the important and critical role in the field of clinical pharmacology of evaluating drugs in biological matrices. Studying antiretroviral drugs in the female genital tract has important implications for using drugs as a vaginal microbicide for prevention of HIV-1 sexual transmission. Accurate measurement of drug levels is extremely important in optimizing drug concentration in gel formulation. Extracting drugs from small volumes of viscous, proteinaceous substances like cervicovaginal fluid (CVF) is a practically challenging process. The proposed method was designed to introduce procedure for sample collection and drug extraction procedure for CVF matrix before the chromatographic separation. Based on this extraction method, we validated a reverse phase high performance liquid chromatography with electrospray ionization mass spectrometry assay in order to quantify UC781 in female genital tract compartment. The LC-MS method was validated based on a novel extraction technique which proved to be efficient in reducing analyte degradation with an average extraction efficiency of 72%. This method is accurate, demonstrating an average accuracy over three QC (n = 30) concentrations ranging from 99.9% to 106.1%. Average precision within-day and between-day ranged from 3.1% to 10.2% and 5.1% to 6.4%, respectively. We demonstrated that the analyte was able to maintain its stability under various conditions using this extraction method. The sample preparation, extraction, and the powerful liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry can readily be applied for accurate quantification of similar drugs in CVF.
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1. Introduction

Sexual transmission of HIV is the principal mode of spread of HIV throughout the world [1]. The majority of HIV-1 infections are acquired sexually, and interventions to prevent sexual transmission are urgently needed to curb the growth of the HIV pandemic [2].

Methods to reduce or prevent sexual transmission of HIV-1 are urgently needed to sharply reduce the global HIV-1 epidemic [3]. Understanding the pharmacokinetics of drugs in human body compartments, such as the female genital tract, is especially important [4]. Among several classes of HIV inhibitors, many drugs belong to non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs). The thiooxanilide ((N-[4-chloro-3-(3-methyl-2-butenyloxy) phenyl]-2-methyl-3-furancarboxthioamide) or UC-781 (Figure 1(a)) is ranked among the most potent NNRTI’s [5-8]. Currently, UC781 is being investigated as a prevention therapy [9,10]. The highly potent non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor UC781 has been tested as a safe vaginal microbicide gel formulation for preventing the sexual transmission of HIV-1 virus [10]. To investigate whether UC781 retained anti-infective activity following exposure to the female genital tract, we developed the assay for the analysis UC781 levels and antiviral activity in cervicovaginal fluid (CVF). Based on our LC-ESI-MS method [11] for sensitive and accurate determination of UC781 in blood plasma, we modified the extraction method to fit with the (CVF) matrix.

An optimal extraction method for female genital tract secretion must include the release of drug candidate from...
the viscous proteinaceous substances [12] like CVF. In this manuscript, the primary objective of this work is to develop and optimize an extraction method for a sample clean-up procedure to fit with CVF. The second objective is to validate the procedure to be a standard assay for quantification of drug concentration in CVF.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals

UC781 (purity 98.7%) was supplied by Regis Technologies, Inc (Morton Grove, IL, USA). F2951 (purity 99.2%), used as internal standard, was supplied by Chemtura, Technology Center (Guelph, Ontario, Canada). Tetrahydrofuran (purity 99.9%) was purchased from Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). HPLC-grade reagents and chemicals were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Norcross, GA, USA). Purified compressed nitrogen gas was obtained from National Welders Supply (Charlotte, NC, USA).

2.2. Equipment

An Eppendorf® Positive Displacement contamination-free pipette (PDP), adjustable ranges 1 µl - 20 µl and Positive Displacement Tips obtained from (Eppendorf North America, Washington DC, USA). This pipette functions according to the positive-displacement principle in conjunction with the special Positive Displacement Tip (Figure 2). An Eppendorf 5415D centrifuge (Eppendorf AG, Hamburg, Germany) was used during sample preparation. The high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) system consisted of an Agilent Technologies (Wilmington, DE, USA) HP1100 binary pump, degasser, and thermostatic auto sampler (programmed at 4°C). The HPLC system was connected to a 1100 Series Mass Spectrometer. Positive electrospray ionization was the mode used for analytical compounds. Data analysis was performed using HP ChemStation software (Version A.09.03) run on a Dell computer (Windows 2000 Professional operating system).

2.3. Blank Vaginal Fluid Collection and Preparation

The biological matrix, vaginal secretion fluid (CVF) was collected from five healthy subjects. The collection of CVF has been approved by the institutional review board (IRB) at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC) according the Federal-Wide Assurance (FWA) #4801, the IRB approval # (45 CFR 46 CFR 46.110), and all volunteers/patients gave informed consent prior to study participation.

Before spiking drug to the pooled CVF, the vaginal secretion was diluted 1:3 in normal saline. Because the volume of CVF varies from subject to subject, a similar approach was used on the patient sample directly after the collection of CVF secretion and before storage. Based on the amount of collected CVF, the PDP adjustable positive displacement pipette should be adjusted on 5 or 10 or 15 or 20, then pipette the possible volume, wipe the narrow tip. Then transfer the aspirate into a clean tube containing three times the volume of the aspirate.

2.4. Preparation of Standards

A total of 5.066 mg of UC781 (molecular weight 335.82)
powder with a purity of 98.7% was accurately weighed and dissolved in 5 mL of methanol to produce a final concentration of 1 mg·mL\(^{-1}\). The master stock solution was prepared by diluting a stock of 1 mg·mL\(^{-1}\) to 500 μg·mL\(^{-1}\) in 50% HPLC-grade methanol/HPLC-grade water. This 500 μg·mL\(^{-1}\) master solution was used to prepare six working solutions in methanol/HPLC-grade water (1:1) at concentrations of 0.5 - 500 mg·mL\(^{-1}\) of UC781. CVF calibration samples (50, 100, 500, 1000, 1500, 25000 and 50,000 ng·mL\(^{-1}\) of UC781) were prepared by using a 1:10 dilution of the respective working solutions to blank CVF. From an additional 500 ng·mL\(^{-1}\) working stock solution, concentrations of 1.5 μg·mL\(^{-1}\), 15 μg·mL\(^{-1}\), and 150 μg·mL\(^{-1}\) of UC781 were prepared in methanol/HPLC-grade water (1:1). CVF quality control samples at concentrations of 150, 1500, and 15,000 ng·mL\(^{-1}\) of UC781 were prepared using a 1:10 dilution of their respective working solutions to blank CVF.

2.5. Internal Standard (IS) Preparation

F2951 (Figure 1(b)) powder (5.187 mg; purity 99.2%) was dissolved in 3 mL methanol, then complete the volume of methanol (5.0 mL) to achieve a final concentration of 1.0 mg·mL\(^{-1}\) (stock solution). From this solution, an aliquot was diluted in HPLC-grade acetonitrile to a final concentration of 20.0 ng/mL (working solution). An equal weighted regression was performed to assess the linearity. The deviation in the mean calculated concentrations over five runs was required to be within 15% of the nominal concentration for the non-zero calibration standards.

2.7. Chromatography Separation Conditions

1) High performance liquid chromatography conditions

Chromatographic separation was performed using gradient elution. Separation was conducted using an Allure C-18 (100 × 2.1 mm, 5.0 μm particle size, Restek, Bellefonte, PA, USA) analytical column with an Allure C-18 (10 × 2.1 mm, 5.0 μm particle size, Restek) guard column. Two mobile phase components were utilized throughout the study. Mobile phase A consisted of 10 mM of ammonium formate in water, and mobile phase B was composed of LC-MS-grade methanol containing 0.01% tetrahydrofuran (THF). A linear gradient was programmed as 80% mobile phase B to 100% B over the first 5 minutes, followed by 0.5 minutes at 100% mobile phase B, then 6 minutes at 80% B, and finally 4 minutes of re-equilibration. The analysis was performed at 30°C with a mobile phase flow rate of 0.3 mL·min\(^{-1}\).

2) Mass spectrometry detection conditions

Mass spectral analysis was performed on an Agilent Quadrupole 1100 Mass Spectrometer fitted with electrospray ionization (ESI) source and operated in the positive ionization mode. The vaporizer was operated at 300°C, the nebulizer gas pressure was set to 40 psi and the capillary voltage was set to 3000 V. The IS and UC781 were detected by their positive ion (m/z 326.0 and 336.1, respectively) using the single ion monitoring (SIM) mode.

2.8. Assessment of Performance Characteristics and Calculation

2.8.1. Linearity

An equal weighted regression was performed to assess linearity. The deviation in the mean calculated concentrations over five runs was required to be within 15% of the nominal concentration for the non-zero calibration standards.

2.8.2. Accuracy and Precision

Accuracy was calculated as the percent deviation from the nominal concentrations. All intra- and inter-day precision was required to be within a coefficient of variation (CV%) of 15% or less. Sample ranges included a low QC where the concentration was three times of the LOQ [13,14], a medium QC and a high QC.

2.8.3. Extraction Efficiency (%)

Extraction efficiency was calculated by dividing the area
response of three pre-spiked QC levels (low, medium, and high in mobile phase) by the area response of extracted blank plasma that was post-spiked with the same three QC concentrations.

2.8.4. Stability
The stability of UC781 during sample handling was verified by subjecting samples to three freeze-thaw cycles and storage for 2 days in refrigerator 4°C prior to analyses. An additional test was performed to verify drug stability in the final extract for 48 hours in autosampler while tubes waiting for HPLC analysis. The samples were left at room temperature for 6 hours prior to analyses. Two concentrations medium and high (QC) samples were utilized in the stability tests.

2.8.5. Applying the Method on the Clinical Samples
The patient samples will be diluted 1:3 before pipetting 10 µL using positive displacement pipette. An SOP was developed describing the sample collection procedure and submitted to participating clinical centers. After the measurement in order to obtain the final concentration calculated concentration will be multiplied*3.

3. Results
3.1. Chromatographic Separation and Selectivity
The approximate retention times for UC781 and IS were 2.0 and 4.3 min, respectively. As depicted in Figures 3(a)-(c) (chromatograms of extracted drugs from CVF, with internal standard at low, medium and high QC’s respectively), none of the endogenous substances from the blank CVF extracts interfered with the analyte or internal standard.

3.2. Linearity and Limit of Quantification
The peak area of the UC781: IS ratio for calibration standards were proportional to the level of drug in CVF over the range of tested concentrations. The calibration curves were fitted by performing weighted least-squares linear regression. The linear regression data for the calibration curves obtained from this method (n = 5) consistently demonstrated a coefficient of determination ≥0.999. Using this method, we produced data that were linear from 50 - 50,000 ng·mL⁻¹. The low limit of quantification of UC781 was 50 ng·mL⁻¹. As shown in Table 1(a), this concentration demonstrated high accuracy and precision. Linearity was also tested without the internal standard to determine the direct proportionality of the UC781 peak area to the corresponding concentrations. The calculated regression coefficient (r²) of all calibration curves was ≥0.999.

![Figure 3. (a) LC-MS chromatogram of the low QC (150 ng·mL⁻¹); (b) LC-MS chromatogram of the high QC (1500 ng·mL⁻¹); (c) LC-MS chromatogram of the high QC (15,000 ng·mL⁻¹).](image-url)

3.3. Accuracy and Precision
Results from the method validation in human CVF (Table 1) were acceptable. All observed intra- and inter-day precision (CV %) data were at or below 15% and in accordance with the FDA guidelines [11]. Chromatograms of the three QC concentrations are illustrated in Figure 3(a) (150 ng·mL⁻¹), Figure 3(b) (1500 ng·mL⁻¹) and Figure 3(c) (15,000 ng·mL⁻¹). UC781 concentrations are presented as a percent deviation from the nominal concentrations for both within-day and between-day analyses. Using our method, precision for UC781 determinations was always ≤10.2% for both within- and between-day analyses. Throughout the range of control sample con-
centrations, the intra-day precision was always lower than 10.2%. Overall, the mean inter-day precision was 6.4%, with mean RSDs ranging from 5.1% - 6.4%.

3.4. Extraction Efficiency (%)

The extraction efficiencies for UC781 and IS from CVF using the described liquid-liquid extraction method were calculated using the ratio of the concentration of analyte in CVF to the identical concentration of the analyte prepared in mobile phase without extraction. The absolute recovery of analyte from CVF using the diethyether (liquid-liquid extraction) procedure was investigated (Table 2). This extraction method reliably eliminated interfering material from CVF and demonstrated high recovery (88.3%) for three (QC) concentration levels.

3.5. Stability

Stability data for UC781 under various conditions are provided in Table 3. For all conditions tested, UC781 proved to be stable. All results were within the acceptance criteria of ±15% deviation from the nominal concentration.

4. Discussion

Liquid chromatography separation hyphenated to mass spectrometry (LC-MS) has been developed into an important application in clinical pharmacology—not only for research purposes but also for routine use. At present, most important application fields are target analyses in drug measurements in a variety of biological matrices for therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM), metabolic disorders diagnosis, and many other applications. The essential strengths of LC-MS include a potentially high analytical specificity, a wide range of applicability to small or large molecules, and the opportunity to develop powerful assays with a high degree of flexibility.

There has been more than 25 million people have already died because of HIV since the discovery of the virus in 1981. This makes AIDS is one of the most disastrous epidemics in human history [15,16]. In year 2008 2.7 million people got infected by the HIV virus, mainly due to hetero sexual HIV transmission [17,18]. Despite the enormous efforts made, the development of a prophylactic AIDS-vaccine will likely not be available in the recent years to come [19]. This leads researchers to focus more on the importance of microbicides (i.e. chemical entities that can prevent or reduce the transmittance viral infection) which can applied locally (e.g. vaginally and rectally) as an alternative approach in preventing HIV-transmission [20-22].

Our research group at the University of North Carolina was first research team to focus on investigating antiretroviral (ARV); protease inhibitors (IP), nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTI) and non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTI) in female genital tract (FGT) [23,24]. It was the first method to quantify drugs in direct aspirates of cervicovaginal fluids (CVF). In that study we found large deference in CVF drugs penetration (from ≤10% to ≥100%) of blood plasma concentration [25]. Since then, we went over to the evaluation of many other ARV medications in FGT [4,26,27]. Most of these studies supported the usage of several ARV which could be an excellent pre-exposure/post-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP/PEP) candidate.

The nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor UC781 proved to be a potential microbeide to prevent sexual transmission of human immunodeficiency virus type (HIV-1). Several gel formulations of UC781 were evaluated in a range of preclinical safety assessments, including systemic absorption analysis following topical application in human.

In this bioanalytical work, we are facing major challenges. First obstacle is the technical difficulties of UC781 in terms of solubility and stability which discussed in details elsewhere [12]. Yet, the challenge remains in dealing with CVF secretion. In brief, the vaginal fluid contains water, pyridine, squalene, urea, acetic acid, lactic acid, cholesterol, lipids, mucin, carbohydrates, amino acids, proteins, inorganic ions complex alcohols and glycols, ketones, and aldehydes. It can vary in consistency, texture, taste, color, and odor, depending on sexual arousal, the phase of the menstrual cycle, the presence of an infection, certain drugs (legal or illegal), genetic factors, and diet. Vaginal fluid is slightly acidic and can become more acidic with certain sexually transmitted diseases. The normal pH of vaginal fluid is between 3.8 and 4.5, whereas male semen is typically between 7.2 and 8.0 (a neutral substance has a pH of 7.0).

CVF is vital element of the immune system of the female genital tract. CVF is made of 1) vulvar secretions from sebaceous, sweat, Bartholins and Skene glands; 2) plasma transudate through the vaginal wall; 3) exfoliated cells; 4) bacterial products; 5) cervical mucus 6) endo-

---

### Table 1. Summary of accuracy and precision (%) during method validation at low, medium and high QC concentration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QC Concentration (ng/mL)</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Precision (%) within-day (n = 5)</th>
<th>Precision (%) between-day (n = 26)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low 150</td>
<td>101.0</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium 1500</td>
<td>102.3</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High 15,000</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>6.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
metrial and oviductal fluids and 7) secretions from vaginal immune cells. The latter three are influenced by sex steroid hormones e.g. during the menstrual cycle and pregnancy [28,29]. It covers the lower female genital tract pH and hydrates the mucosa, creating a physical barrier for microbial invasion. The important part of accurate quantification of drug in FGT is the extraction procedure.

Due to sample collection limitations with a small sample size, CVF collection is a challenging process. It was important to use dilution just right after aspiration in order to prevent fluid from forming a clot. Average sample size of normal CVF secretion ranged between 0 to 0.7 mL. In this study, we developed and optimized liquid-liquid extraction method and introduced a simple procedure allowing to accurately sampling from the collected fluid before it turns to clot. Using the positive displacement pipette with special tips (Figure 2) was important to dilute the sample before storage, similarly when transferring diluted sample for extraction. In the day of validation samples were brought to room temperature and treated for the extraction as described in the method. CVF sample dilution immediately after collection when the temperature near to 37°C (body temperature) is necessary, because it keeps the secretion in the fluid state. Using this procedure of sample collection and extraction, the validation data proved to be accurate and precise for any minute sample collected.

However, normal hexane was the optimal organic solvent for blood plasma [11], we found 100% of diethylether releases higher amount of UC781 compared with the other three solvents (chloroform/ether 50/50, hexane/ether 50/50 and 100% hexane) and SPE. This could be explained as the higher amount of lipids in blood plasma than CVF which required highly non polar solvent.

5. Conclusion

We have successfully developed and validated an LC-MS bioanalytical method for UC781 in the CVF matrix using the sub-2 µ column with a powerful mobile phase. The method proved to be accurate meeting all validation criteria. For the rare matrix, it exhibits good linearity, precision and accuracy over a wide range of drug concentrations (50 - 50,000 ng·mL\(^{-1}\)). This novel sample preparation associated with liquid-liquid extraction procedure has been proved to be an excellent sample handling option for such a sensitive compound in minute amount of vaginal secretion. The method sample prep, extraction, and the powerful liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry can readily be used for accurate quantification of any similar drugs in CVF.
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